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Mission Statement
As proud members of our community, we, the
members of the Blaine Police Department, strive to
enhance the quality of life in Blaine by serving with
integrity, respect, and professionalism.

Core Values
Integrity  Respect  Professionalism
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A Message from Chief Podany
2020...the number alone will live in infamy from a public safety standpoint.
That being said, we are excited to bring you some good news with the
2020 Blaine Police Department Annual Report. The annual report
presents an opportunity for you to get to know the Blaine Police
Department as an organization committed to our core values of
Integrity, Respect, and Professionalism in the service we provide.
This year our world was presented with challenges not seen in
generations. These challenges include the COVID-19 pandemic and
significant public safety issues surrounding social causes and civil
unrest. Over time, we have developed resilience and dedication to
providing the best possible service to the Blaine community. This
service hinges on the incredible support we are fortunate to have
here in Blaine. The support from our residents, visitors, elected
officials, and city staff all contribute to making the job of being
a public servant rewarding and fulfilling. As your Police Chief,
I am humbled to work for employees who are dedicating their
lives to making the lives of others better. The compassion,
fortitude, and sacrifice on display every day are a testament
to what remains an honorable profession.
Despite the division that has been apparent in our society in
2020, one thing that has remained constant is support. We
have had an outpouring of support that has been truly
amazing. There were countless donations and words of encouragement from the public that helped boost morale
during COVID and the civil unrest. Despite extensive negative media coverage of police, this support reinforced
what a great community we get to be a part of. The care we have for others in our community and the care we
receive back certainly gives us a full circle that we are fortunate to have.
Throughout the year, I have heard countless references to society being stronger when we have been apart.
Although I can’t say I always agree with that, I can say that being so extensively apart certainly made me appreciate
being together. It is harder to appreciate normalcy without suffering through some adversity. Needless to say,
there was no shortage of adversity this year. However, there was also no shortage of strength or bravery to
confront the adversity.
The five divisions of the Blaine Police Department include the Patrol Division, Special Operations, Administrative
Services, Support Services, and Emergency Management. These five divisions worked in unison throughout 2020 to
safely provide policing services in a time of great uncertainty. In this annual report, you will see a substantial
amount of information and data. This data includes calls for service, crime statistics, staffing information, duties/
responsibilities, financial information, programming, and business processes. Although this data is important, I ask
you to take a moment to read the names of those who are committed to you. At the end of the day, it is those
people who are making a difference in your life and are committed to making Blaine the safest community it can
be while protecting the dignities and rights of those we serve. Take a moment to understand their roles and
consider the hundreds of thousands of lives they have touched in countless ways.
The future of the Blaine Police Department will have a continued emphasis on the promotion and fight for safety
in our community. In addition, we are in the process of reinventing what partnership and community integrated
policing looks like as part of our community outreach overhaul. Stay tuned in the coming year for continued
updates on this exciting endeavor and please become a follower of the Blaine Police Department on our Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram accounts.

Brian Podany
Chief of Police
Blaine Police Department
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Organizational Chart
Chief of Police/
Safety Services Manager
Brian Podany

Executive Assistant
Cara Rand

Deputy Chief
Dan Szykulski

Administrative
Services

Patrol Division

Special Operations

Captain Matt Carlson

Captain Todd Olson

A-Shift
Sergeant Warner
Sergeant Rygg
15 Officers

Investigations Unit
Sergeant Clark
8 Detectives

Training/Uniforms/
Equipment
Sergeant Berg

Directed
Operations Group
2 Officers

School Resource
Officers
4 Officers

Drug Task Force
Sergeant Sadler
1 Detective

Community Outreach
Restructuring

Administrative
Investigations

Evidence
1 Supervisor
1 Property Technician

B-Shift
Sergeant Gerhard
Sergeant Hatanpa
K9 Unit
2 Officers
Traffic/TZD Unit
2 Officers
Retail Unit
2 Officers
C-Shift
Sergeant Johnson
Sergeant Villegas
14 Officers
FTO Coordinator
Sergeant Gerhard
Community Service
Officers (6 CSOs)
Reserves/Park
Patrol / Explorers

CaptainMark Boerboom

PIO / Social Media

Support Services
Manager
Wende Ferguson
1 Lead Record Tech
4 Record Techs

Emergency
Management
Captain Dan Pelkey
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Budget and Policy Overview
Policies

Deputy Chief Dan
Szykulski oversees and
manages the day to day
operations of the police
department as well as the
safety services budget
and department policies.
Szykulski has been with
the department for 37
years.

The Blaine Police Department strives to
have the most up to date policies that
reflect changes in federal and state court
rulings, law changes, as well as keeping
them contemporary with the ever changing
public safety climate.
The department contracted with Lexipol, a
renowned U.S. company, back in 2019.
Lexipol is a national law enforcement policy
company that not only ensures policies are
legal and defensible, but best practices are
followed as well. The entire police
department policy manual is being reviewed
and updated with the guidance of Lexipol
representatives.

Budget

The operating budget of
the safety services division was $15,213,800, with
expenses totaling $14,172,754. The police
department’s annual budget was $11,403,290, with
expenses coming in 17 percent under budget due to
many programs and events being cancelled because
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Below is a breakdown of each area’s budget and
expenses for 2020:
Safety Services
Administration
Emergency Preparedness
Police
Fire Protection

Police Department
Administrative Services

Budget

Expenses

Fire Protection

Balance

Percent
Used

$1,209,810

$1,059,502

$150,308

88%

$335,000

$306,784

$28,216

92%

$11,466,040

$10,603,540

$862,500

92%

$2,202,950

$2,202,928

$22

100%

Budget

Expenses

Emergency
Preparedness

Administration

Balance

Percent
Used

$945,400

$947,242

-$1,842

100%

Police Patrol

$6,538,240

$6,063,133

$475,107

93%

Special Operations

$2,194,890

$2,196,728

-$1,838

100%

Police Records

$921,640

$674,466

$247,175

73%

Community Outreach

$213,190

$149,786

$63,404

70%

Community Service

$589,930

$374,042

$215,888

63%

$15.2M
Budget
Police

Community
Outreach

Administrative
Services

Community Service

Police Records

Special Operations

$11.4M
Budget
Police Patrol
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Department Accomplishments
COVID-19
management
through EOC
and CARES
funding
projects

Completed
evidence
inventory of
12,683 items
of evidence

Responded
to 44,507
Calls for
Service

Updated
Tasers and
body cams
to Axon
Systems

Conducted
a Staffing
Analysis

Reduced
overtime
spending by
15 percent

Onboarded
12 new
hires

Configured and
implemented
VEOCI
Emergency
Response
System

Added two
Master Taser
Instructors which
will allow for inhouse Instructor
Certification

Came in
under
budget

Assisted
Minneapolis
with the civil
unrest
response

Continued
transitioning
policies to
Lexipol
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Community Engagement
Historically the Blaine Police Department has had a crime
prevention/community outreach unit. In the past, the crime
prevention model focused on traditional approaches to connect
with others in the community to make Blaine a safer place.
In 2020, the Blaine Police Department launched an effort to
reinvent what police community relations looks like in the City of
Blaine. The new initiative is designed to assess the best ways the
police department can connect with the community based on
resident, business, and other stakeholder input and feedback.
Several surveys, focus groups, meetings, and conversations were
conducted throughout the year and a sample of the results are
displayed. The new model will be put in place in the very near
future.

26% were unsure
or had no opinion

15% were unsure
or had no opinion
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Important Police Services to the Community
81%

Proactive Neighborhood Patrols
Dedicated Traffic Unit

54%

Retail Area Patrols/Connections

48%

Dedicated Time in Businesses

47%

Building Senior Community Connects

33%

Virtual Ride Alongs

33%

Building Faith Community Connections
Enhanced Social Media Programming

30%
19%

Most Important Police/Community Relations
Mental Health Training for Officers

92%

School Based Relationship Building Program

90%

Park Based Relationship Building Program

88%

Attending Community Events

85%

Outreach with Blaine’s Homeless Population

76%

Dedicated Police Community Outreach Staff

74%

Holding Community Forums

74%

Social Worker working with Officers

67%

Dedicated Non-Police Community Outreach Staff

56%

Active Social Media Presence

56%

Important Information wanted from Blaine Police
Crime Alerts

87%

Information about Community Resources

62%

Safety Tips

59%

Officer Profiles

43%

Behind the Scenes Features

42%

Other/Not Sure 6%
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Community Connections
Making community connections with the public was drastically affected by the COVID-19
pandemic. A few events were able to take place pre-covid, however, post-covid events were either
canceled or changed dramatically. New guidelines and procedures were put in place to ensure the
safety of all those involved. Through it all, the department was still able to make many meaningful
connections with the community.

February—I Love to Read

As part of “I Love to Read”
month, many staff members
spent time at several
elementary schools engaging
with, and sharing the joy of
reading with students. Police
Chief Podany, Deputy Chief
Szykulski, and Captain
Boerboom visited Johnsville
elementary to judge the
school’s classroom door
decorating contest.

I love to Read
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Polar Plunge for Special Olympics

The Polar Plunge was back for it’s 10th year
in a row. The City of Blaine team raised a
total of $4,709 for Special Olympics
Minnesota by plunging into the icy cold
waters of Crooked Lake on
February 22, 2020. Over
8,100 Special Olympic
athletes were given the
opportunity to participate
in the Athlete Leadership
and Healthy Athletes
programs from the
donations received.

Heroes and Helpers

The Heroes and Helpers program
looked very different from
previous years. Contactless
shopping, Target drive-ups,
facemasks, and social distancing
were all added to this years event.
Through it all, 57 volunteers
shopped, wrapped and delivered
over 500 presents
to kiddos in the
community,
making it a
Christmas they
will never forget.
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Community Support
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By the Numbers 2020
44,507
Calls for Service

5 min.

67,939
Policing Population

707

Emergency
Response Time (Avg.)

Animal Complaints

1,237

1,372

Total Arrests

Medicals

3,243

1,392

Citations Issued

Gun Permits
Processed

2
Homicides

19
Robberies

105
Burglaries

75
Catalytic Converter
Thefts
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Crime Statistics
Part 1 Crimes

Part 2 Crimes

Part 1 crimes are the most serious offenses.

Part 2 crimes are less serious offenses.

Part 1 Crimes

Part 2 Crimes

2,010
1,799

2016

1,786

2017

2,144
1,655

2018

2,292

2,264

1,947

1,557

2019

2020

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Part 2 Crimes
are DOWN

Part 1 Crimes
are DOWN

Part 1 Crimes

2,333

6.37%

16.55%

From 2019 to 2020

From 2019 to 2020

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Part 2 Crimes

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Homicide

2

0

0

1

2

Simple Assault

189

207

187

167

101

Manslaughter

0

0

0

1

1

Forgery

84

162

110

98

130

Rape

28

16

23

21

19

Fraud

377

401

407

421

396

Robbery

22

19

16

16

19

Vandalism

350

402

371

250

265

Assault

27

23

27

24

40

Weapons

29

23

14

18

19

Burglary

198

159

157

110

105

Sex Offenses

44

63

37

31

19

Larceny Theft

1,475

1,707

1,480

1,375

1,251

Drug Violation

244

302

217

278

162

Vehicle Theft

42

79

78

103

110

DUI

149

167

258

263

162

Arson

5

7

5

3

10

Disorderly Conduct

375

307

343

339

192

Human Trafficking

0

0

0

1

0

All Others

303

258

320

468

501

1,799

2,010

1,786

1,655

1,557

2,144

2,292

2,264

2,333

1,947

TOTAL

Data from the BCA Crime Reporting System

TOTAL

Data from the BCA Crime Reporting System

COVID-19
The City of Blaine activated its Emergency
Operations Center (EOC), on March 13, 2020, in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The EOC
worked with all city departments to ensure
continuity of all city functions and operations in
the event of a significant temporary staffing
shortage. The City needed to ensure it could
provide basic services to the public, such as
water, sewer, police, fire, inspections, and
permits.
The Continuity of Operation Plan (COOP), was
updated and put into motion. The EOC worked
with city vendors to ensure they had a COOP in
place in the event they were affected by the
pandemic.
Adjustments were made to city staff schedules
including a hybrid workplace and alternate
schedules to maintain continuity of operations,
while keeping staff and residents safe. A hybrid
legislative meeting model was set up for City
Council meetings. The Mary Ann Young Center
(MAYC), was closed, however emergency food
service still took place for those in need.
The EOC worked to follow all of the State of
Minnesota’s executive orders as well as the CDC’s
recommendations. As a result, many
modifications and changes were made to improve
residents experience while keeping them safe.
Many of the City’s services were offered online or
by appointment only to minimize face to face
contact with the public.

The EOC worked in collaboration with the Anoka
County Emergency Management team to ensure
communications were not disrupted. They
located, purchased, and distributed personal
protection equipment, (PPE) to all staff. Strict
cleaning protocols were put in place throughout
each facility, including the City’s fleet of vehicles.
The City of Blaine received COVID-19 CARES Act
funds to make upgrades to its facilities to ensure
the potential spread of COVID-19 was significantly
reduced. Technology upgrades were made to
facilitate remote meetings, upgrades to touchless
fixtures were installed, and air quality
improvements were made.
The EOC staff took on the added responsibilities
of managing the COVID-19 pandemic all while
carrying out their regular assigned job duties.
They did an outstanding job managing the City’s
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The safety
services personnel who helped staff the EOC are
listed below.
Incident Commander—Captain Dan Pelkey
Logistics—Sergeant Russ Clark
Planning—Deputy Fire Marshal Todd Miller /
Sergeant Ted Berg
Operations—Community Standards Director
Bob Fiske

CIVIL UNREST
On May 25, 2020, George Floyd, a 46 year
old African American man, died while in
Minneapolis police custody. This spawned
worldwide protests against police brutality,
racism, and calls for police accountability.
Minneapolis was the epicenter for the
protests and it was quickly evident that
outside assistance would be needed in
Minneapolis.
This movement included prolonged
protests and violent riots in cities across the
nation. Crowds took to the streets of
Minneapolis by the thousands, prompting
the Governor to enact state-wide curfews.
Buildings were set on fire and businesses
were looted as tensions ran high. The
Minnesota Department of Public Safety put
out a state-wide request that all available
mobile field force teams respond to
Minneapolis to assist with the civil unrest
and to protect those wanting to protest
peacefully.
The Blaine Mobile Field Force
team responded and assisted
with maintaining security
around the 5th Precinct in
South Minneapolis. The scene
they encountered was chaotic,
alarming, and extremely
dangerous. They displayed
great courage, bravery, and
professionalism in carrying
out their duties to protect and
serve the community.
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Administrative Services

media communications.

The administrative
services division is
led by Captain Mark
Boerboom who is
responsible for
department training,
onboarding of new
hires, school
resource officers,
evidence,
community
outreach, and all the
department’s social

Training

The training unit is led by Sergeant Ted Berg who is
responsible for facilitating, coordinating, and
maintaining all department trainings as well as
verifying all sworn officers maintain minimum MN
POST required trainings. A total of 2,801 hours were
spent on training in 2020. Sergeant Berg is also
responsible for all uniforms and duty equipment.

School Resource Officers
(SROs)

The department currently has four SROs serving in
two high schools and two middle schools in three
different school districts, (Anoka-Hennepin, Spring
Lake Park, and Centennial.) They are responsible for
working with school administrators, security staff,
and faculty on developing comprehensive safety
plans to ensure schools are safe places for students
to learn. They spent most of the year assigned to
regular patrol due to online learning in schools.

Community Outreach

The community outreach unit was extremely
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic as many
programs and events were canceled or drastically
changed. They were able to coordinate a few events
before going through a major reorganization of the
entire unit. See the community engagement pages
for more details.

Evidence

The evidence department is responsible for
receiving and maintaining the chain of custody
for all evidence that is taken in by the police
department. The department added a new full
time supervisor, Brook Jacobson, to work with
the full time evidence technician as the part-time
evidence technician retired.
There were 4,013 items of evidence taken in,
which is a slight increase from the previous year.
Also, 6,625 items were disposed, returned, or
auctioned off, while over 998 digital media
requests for discovery were processed which
was a small decrease from the previous year.

Evidence Processed
6,625

4,013

Items
Taken in

Items
Disposed,
Returned,
or
Auctioned

998
Digital Media
Requests

PIO—Social Media

Captain Mark Boerboom is the department’s
public information officer (PIO), and oversees all
social media communications. He works in
conjunction with the City’s communication
department to produce high quality publications,
graphics, and videos. The goal is to keep the
public informed about incidents or events in the
community. The department continues to
expand social media communications to reach as
many community members as possible. The
department currently uses Facebook, Instagram,
Nextdoor, Twitter, and YouTube.
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Social Media
Followers

New Officer Use of Force Training

Stay Connected
Water Rescue Training on Coon Lake

For up to date
information
@BlainePoliceMN
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Patrol Division
The patrol division is
led by Captain Matt
Carlson, and is
comprised of 34
patrol officers and 6
supervisors. Every
officer and
supervisor works
tirelessly each day to
demonstrate the
department’s core
values of integrity,
respect and professionalism, and to provide
services that enhance the quality of life for all
members of the community.

successfully navigated the worst of the storm and
kept operations going with minimal impact on the
safety and security of those they are sworn to
protect.

Besides conducting self initiated activity such as
traffic enforcement and routine patrols, the patrol
division responded to over 44,500 calls for service.
City events such as concerts and large scale
sporting events were mostly curtailed due to the
pandemic. This allowed for more rigorous controls
over schedules and COVID-19 response protocols
to keep the department healthy and operational.

The CSO team is comprised of part time employees
who are working towards earning their degree in
law enforcement. They handle a variety of
nonemergency calls for service such as vehicle
lockouts, animal complaints, and motorist assists.
They help with many of the day to day functions
within the police department that keep things
running smoothly.

Four new officers successfully completed the field
training program in 2020, under the leadership of
Sergeant Gerhard.

COVID-19 Response

The COVID-19 pandemic that struck the world with
a vengeance in March of 2020, created some
unprecedented challenges for City operations and
those responsible for maintaining the continuity of
safety services for the City of Blaine. The police
department took some extraordinary measures to
maintain that continuity under the guidance and
direction of the emergency management staff.
The patrol division, being responsible for
emergency calls for service, crime deterrence, and
traffic enforcement, had to maintain staffing levels
and work diligently to create a staffing plan and call
response protocols that would limit exposure to
COVID-19 and keep operations up and running.
With protocols in place, the department

With the initial surge of the pandemic striking in
March, a summertime lull, and a resurgence in the
fall, it took vigilance in executing the safety
measures put in place to keep officers safe in their
shared squad cars, in the homes of those they
serve, and while handling roadside traffic
complaints and crashes.

Community Service Officers
(CSOs)

The CSO team was reorganized in September with
supervisory duties being transferred to Sergeant
Mike Rygg. Justin Adamski, a long standing part
time CSO, was promoted to full time status with an
emphasis on fleet management and field training
of new CSOs. Managing and coordinating
maintenance on our fleet of 20 marked patrol
vehicles, 4 CSO trucks, and 18 administration/
investigation vehicles is no small task. CSO Adamski
has performed admirably in his new role and the
department is fortunate to have someone of his
skillset dedicated to this important function.

CSO Calls for Service
3,811

2017

3,846

2018

3,538

2019

3,315

2020
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K9 Unit

The canine unit consists of Officer Reggie Larson with his partner
Rex and Officer Mark Allen with his partner Remy. The unit is
supervised by Sergeant Nate Hatanpa.

K9
Quick Facts

K9 teams were deployed 106 times in 2020, and made 35 felony
arrests. Eight K9 demonstrations were given for 70 adults and 197
juveniles. The combined tracking find rate was at an even 40
percent, well above the national standard of 24 percent. Our K9
units are certified in both narcotics detection and patrol dog
through the United States Police Canine Association (USPCA.) They
spent 570 hours training in 2020. The Blaine K9 teams assisted the
Anoka-Hennepin Narcotics and Violent Crimes Task Force with
seven search warrants. Notable accumulated finds in narcotic
detection this year were almost five pounds of methamphetamine
and over $89,000 in cash.
In July, Officer Mark Allen was awarded the 2020 USPCA Region 12
Spirit Award. This honors an individual who deserves special
recognition for promoting the values of region 12 and the USPCA,
while displaying strong moral character and true sportsmanship
toward the betterment of police service dogs. Officer Allen received
this award for the compassion and dedicated he showed when his
K9 Remy became gravely ill. Officer Allen quickly returned from a
vacation to stay by Remy’s side through several surgeries and a long
recovery period, even sleeping by his side. Thankfully, Remy made a
full recovery and was able to return to full duties.

Police Chief Podany, Officer Allen with K9 Remy, and Mayor Tom Ryan

K9 Rex and K9 Remy
have a combined
total of 16 years of
service.
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Patrol Division
Field Training Officer Program
(FTO)

DWI Grant Officer

Traffic Unit

Retail Unit

With the global pandemic threatening patrol
operations, the grant funded DWI Enforcement
The field training officer program is a rigorous 16
Officer (assigned sporadically from January 1
week program carefully designed to provide all the
through September 30), was redeployed to general
hands on training and experience necessary to bring
patrol operations during the height of the pandemic.
a new officer to a level of proficiency whereby they
This caused a significant impact on the enforcement
can serve the community safely and efficiently.
numbers for 2020, however, Officer Stefczak was still
Sergeant Joe Gerhard is the program’s coordinator
able to make 664 traffic stops that resulted in 114
and does an amazing job coordinating and
citations being issued, 40 DWI arrests, and 14
scheduling the day to day training for all new
warrant arrests.
officers. The progress of all new recruits in our FTO
program is reported to our field training advisory
The Toward Zero Deaths (TZD) Safe Roads Grant
board who authorizes the progression of the new
(DWI Enforcement Officer), was applied for in 2020,
officers through the various phases in the program
and received for 2021. The department is looking
or recommends alternative training. In 2020, our
forward to resuming targeted DWI enforcement post
field training staff was responsible for successfully
pandemic.
training in four new officers.

The department’s traffic unit
is tasked with promoting
traffic safety through
enforcement and education
of traffic laws. These
dedicated officers use
creative, data driven methods
to create safer roadways throughout the city.

The retail unit was reassigned to general patrol
during 2020.

The unit is staffed by Officer Travis Hale and
supervised by Sergeant Nate Hatanpa. Officer Hale
was reassigned to general patrol duties during the
months that the COVID-19 pandemic posed the
greatest threat on patrol operations but still
managed to make 460 traffic stops and issue 187
citations. The most common reason drivers were
cited was for distracted driving, speeding, and stop
sign violations. Distracted driving is one of the
leading causes of traffic related injuries and
fatalities.

Following our annual use of force training in March,
the City of Blaine instituted the COVID-19 protocols
that sidelined our police reserves for much of the
year. Post pandemic, the unit will be back up and
running and the volunteer officers will be ready to
go.

Reserves

The police reserves unit is comprised of volunteers
who donate their time to supplement the patrol
division. They assist with uniformed patrols of the
City assisting with traffic direction and crowd control
at larger city events. The reserves receive in-service
The traffic unit also serves as the liaison with the
training including use of force, report writing, patrol
Blaine Traffic Commission whose mission is to
tactics, and attend monthly meetings. They are often
review neighborhood traffic concerns on local
streets, define issues, review alternatives and costs, asked to assist with nonemergency calls for service
hold public hearings and make recommendations to such as vehicle lockouts, motorist assists, and animal
control calls.
the City Council.

Park Patrol / Explorers

There were no park patrol or explorer activities in
2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Staffing Analysis

In 2020, the department conducted a data-driven
analysis of the patrol division staffing levels. A
scientific approach was used to analyze current
shifts, call distribution, and patrol districts, to
determine if the most efficient law enforcement
services are being provided to the community.
What resulted was a comprehensive workload
based study that allowed the department to
determine staffing projections, patrol district
borders, and officer allocations to see if future
modifications are needed.

The supporting data was provided by Anoka
County Central Communications and our internal
reporting systems. The report was presented to
the City Council in September and reinforced the
need to continue hiring well trained officers to
meet the demands of an increasing call load,
population growth, and a desire to keep the
officer’s unallocated time at a ratio that would not
compromise community involvement and
proactive enforcement and engagement efforts.

*Remaining
5 percent is
assisting
other
agencies.
No Area 1.
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Special Operations
The special
operations division
is led by Captain
Todd Olson and is
responsible for
investigations,
directed
operations,
administrative
investigations, and
the drug task force.

Investigations

The investigations unit is led by Sergeant Russ
Clark who oversees nine detectives. They had to
drastically change the way they operated during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The detectives worked
from home for a large part of the year with the
expectation that they were not to have direct
contact with complainants, suspects, or witnesses.
A policy was implemented to not actively
investigate low level property crimes until there
was a better view of how COVID-19 was affecting
the public. Forfeiture procedures were suspended
as the courts had all but shut down.
With all these changes, the division still
investigated 969 cases including 1,284 different
crimes. This is roughly equal to the previous years
totals. It was anticipated that the mask mandate
would drastically drop the cleared by arrest
statistics but it did not. As a unit as a whole, the
cleared by arrests were up 3.4 percent at 751
cases. There was a decrease however in shoplifting
incidents, as well as the suspended cases, which
were down 4.6 percent at 234 cases.
Notable cases:
 Two separate homicide cases. An individual was
run over in a Target parking lot investigated by
Detective Johann; and a murder/suicide
investigated by Detective Ben Johnson.
 Minor criminal sexual conduct (CSC), report that

through the investigative efforts of Detective
Ben Johnson and Detective Zach Johnson, a
confession to first degree CSC was obtained
resulting in two additional first degree reports
which ultimately resulted in three victims
receiving justice.

 Detective Ben Johnson assisted Michigan

authorities on a sex solicitation case where the
victim resides in Blaine. Consequently, the
suspect is appearing on federal charges.

 Detective Jahnke worked a case involving a

phone scam of $10,000, where the actors were
actually showing up in person to collect. The
investigation uncovered a large scale ring with
multiple jurisdictions involving many victims.
This led to the arrest of two individuals.

 Detective Zach Johnson investigated a burglary

at Capra’s that occurred during the initial onset
of the civil unrest. He developed a suspect that
eventually confessed to the burglary as well as
two other burglaries that occurred during that
time.

 Detective Zach Johnson assisted Hudson PD in

investigating a homicide that occurred in their
jurisdiction. He, along with the assistance of
others within the unit, developed information
that led to search warrants and ultimately the
identification of the suspects.

 Detective Johann investigated a burglary at the

Blaine Eye Clinic. He developed a suspect that
was ultimately held responsible for dozens of
burglaries throughout the metro area.

 Detective Estby investigated a large ring of

shoplifters resulting in over $10,000 in product
being stolen from numerous jurisdictions. He
developed suspect identities that were charged
by Eagan officials.

Gun permits to purchase saw a significant increase
from previous years, as noted below.

Gun Permits Processed

1,392

745
600

2016

2017

491

2018

464

2019

2020
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Directed Operations Group (DOG)

The directed operations group (DOG), unit was assigned to the
patrol division for a significant amount of the year due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, however they were still able to accomplish
the following:
 Due to the pandemic, only one compliance check
weekend was completed resulting in 59 total alcohol
compliance checks
 140 predatory offender checks
 8 liquor license backgrounds
 4 massage backgrounds
 Assisted with gun permits
 Assisted the mobile field force deployment and
equipment research

Investigations
Stats

Anoka-Hennepin Narcotics
and Violent Crimes Task Force

The department had one sergeant and one detective assigned to
the Anoka Hennepin Narcotics and Violent Crimes Task Force
(AHNVCTF.) During the summer months a school resource officer
is also assigned to assist the team.
Blaine staff assigned to the AHNVCTF investigated a total of 71
cases, (105 total cases sent from Blaine). Detectives executed a
total of 38 search warrants. There were 26 arrests in Blaine and
43 search warrants attributed to the AHNVCTF.
On May 8, 2020, Detective Nordby executed a search warrant in
the City of Shoreview, which stemmed from a month’s long
investigation. During the search warrant detectives recovered
approximately 111 pounds of methamphetamine and 3.5 pounds
of cocaine. This search warrant was the culmination of a
significant case
involving
undercover
drug purchases,
surveillance,
and several
search warrants
that tied back to
our service
area. As a direct
result of this
case two
suspects have
been federally
indicted.

All misdemeanor to
felony level crimes
are investigated.
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Emergency Management
The emergency management director, Captain Dan Pelkey, is in charge
of coordinating the emergency preparedness for both the police
department and the City of Blaine. The process consists of mitigating,
preparing for, responding to, and recovering from emergencies.
As part of those duties and responsibilities, the emergency
management division seeks to prepare the community for coordinated
and planned special events as well as disasters and emergencies. This
division was kept extremely busy during the COVID-19 pandemic,
however, many annual events were scaled down or canceled all
together due to the pandemic.
Below are some of the divisional highlights from the year:
 The annual 3M Open golf tournament took place without any spectators, therefore,

the emergency management planning was downgraded tremendously.

 A new outdoor warning siren was added to the City. Maintenance and removal of

several trees hindering outdoor warning sirens performance was completed.

 Updates were made to damage assessment forms in the EOC software.
 A full security review with the League of Minnesota Cities Insurance Trust (LMCIT),

was completed on city hall.

 Ongoing Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), training.
 Emergency management certification training was completed by several staff

members so as to have back ups in place if needed.

 Command vehicle camera upgrades were implemented, (vehicle pictured below.)
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Support Services
The records division is under the supervision of the Support Services
Manager Wende Ferguson. The team consists of a lead technician and
four records technicians. This division is the hub of the entire police
department that keeps everything functioning and running smoothly.
This was a challenging year for the records division to say the least; full
of anxiety, change, and uncertainty. They worked with some creative
scheduling in order to comply with COVID-19 guidelines and still
complete the processing of reports, citations, and data requests just to
name a few duties. The challenge was to provide continual support to
sworn personnel and provide uninterrupted customer services to the
community. The creativity implemented with customer service needs
allowed for data requests to be completed with better use of
technology. The support services manager is extremely proud of the dedication, flexibility, and
teamwork that was needed to work through the uncertainty of 2020.
Statistical data of reports processed is displayed below. The COVID-19 pandemic did have an effect
both positively and negatively on certain calls for service. The overall number of incident and accident
reports processed was lower than previous years, however, the mental health and suicide related calls
increased slightly.

Incident Reports Processed
17,407

21,481
19,250 20,086
18,580

Accident Reports Processed
1,876
1,573

1,568

1,545
1,064

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
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Awards
Chief’s Compassion

Detective
Orin Christensen

Medal of Merit

Detective
Brad Nordby

Officer
Nick Traffie

Lead Record Technician
Andrea Jordan

Department Commendation

Sergeant Berg

Officer Caruso

Det. Christensen

Sergeant Clark

Officer Fettig

Officer Fiske

Sergeant Gerhard

Sergeant Johnson

Officer Matzke

Detective Nordby

Captain Pelkey

Officer Ross

Officer Sommer

Sergeant Villegas
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Promotions
Sergeant

Mike Rygg with Chief Podany

Retirements

Michelle Ross
Patrol Officer
Retired 3/25/2020
25 Years of Service

Shawn Maloney
Evidence Technician
Retired 7/31/2020
3 Years with BPD
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Justin Adamski, Carly Ahlers, Mark Allen, Jean Andersen,
Ted Berg, Dale Bernardy, Mark Boerboom, Glory Ann Boland,

Orin Christensen, Russ Clark, Scott Collins*, Jason Domino,
Wende Ferguson, Brandon Fettig, Gordy Fiske, Joe Gerhard,

Brooke Jacobson*, Kelly Jahnke, Taylor Japp*, Tom Johann,
Andrea Jordan, Kelly Karas, Sam Klimisch, Barry Koch, Matt Langreck,

Alex Moore, Brad Nordby, Todd Olson, Jason Oman, Dan Pelkey,
Brian Podany, Zach Prokosch*, Joe Ramirez, Cara Rand,

Cory Schmidt, Justin Schweigert*, Mike Sommer, Dan Stefczak,
Tou Vang*, Wes Villegas, Mike Vollman, Terry Wachtler,
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Alex Arnsdorf, Kyle Augustin*, Trent Bachman, Jen Bedell,
Grant Breems, Thomas Brownell, Matt Carlson, Frank Caruso,

Richard Egge*, Paul Estby, Tim Evens, Mark Farrell,
Jake Green, Travis Hale, Karen Hamann, Nate Hatanpa,

Ben H. Johnson, Ben J. Johnson, Jaden Johnson, Zach Johnson,
Haley Larson, Reggie Larson, Caleb Link, Joe Matzke, Jackie McIntosh*,

Karley Peterson*, Nathan Peterson, Travis Peterson, Don Plowman*,
Laura Rolfes, James Ross, Mychal Rygg, Joe Sadler, Matt Schlenker,

Trent Strandberg, Josh Sundgaard, Dan Szykulski, Nick Traffie,
Jeff Warner, Katie Weinberg, Brian Wiens, Val Zeman

*New in 2020
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